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ABSTRACT: Although second endorsements on forged checks and money orders are common
document examination problems, the question of simulation (or other forgery) of such signatures
is not common. Presented are several handwriting cases in which certain questioned second
endorsements would appear routinely identifiable. However, upon closer examination, the evi-
dence supports a qualified opinion.
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Disputed signatures are certainly the most common questioned document problem. At
times, signature problems can be not only the most difficult to resolve but also the bone of
contention among document examiners. Forged checks,2 more than any other type of
evidence, compose the greatest portion of many document examiners' case loads, particu-
larly those examiners employed by law enforcement agencies. In many forged check ex-
aminations, not only will the payee's signature (usually the first endorsement) be in question,
but there may also be a second endorsement whose author is to be determined. An obvious
suspect in a forgery case is, naturally, the second endorser. It is usually he (or she) who also
negotiates the check.

Most second endorsement comparisons are considered routine and present no difficulty in
identification. The writer usually makes no attempt to avoid detection or identification by
trying to disguise his normal signature. After all, successful negotiation of the check may de-
pend on the second endorsement closely resembling the bearer's signature. Many times such
signatures are not even in question because they have been admitted by the writer, are "ob-
vious," or otherwise not at issue.

Because there may be a tendency to take second endorsement signatures for granted as be-
ing routine examinations or "layovers," the document examiner should exercise caution, as
in any signature comparison, and take a second look. Presented here are second endorse-
ment problems from actual case examinations that may not be typical but are illustrative of
cases deserving a second look.

Figures 1 and 2 are examples of second endorsement comparisons often encountered in
forgery cases. In both examples, the individuals were identified as writing their own names
and as forging the check payee's name. There are slight variances (indicated by outlined ar
rows) between the questioned and specimen "Esparza" signatures (Fig. 1). These, however,
do not negate identification in view of the more significant and unusual habits of the writer
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FIG. 1—A typical second endorsement comparison. Outlined arrows indicate minor variations; solid
arrows point out ident (lying writing habits.
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FIG. 2—A common second endorsement problem; the subject changes the slant of the writing and
chooses alternate capital letter formations.

(solid arrows). The "Cardenas" signatures in Fig. 2 display features that are common in sec-
ond endorsement problems: the writer changes slant and chooses alternate capital letter for-
mations. Because these variations are neither unusual nor unexpected, and the significant
writing habits are the same, the writer is positively identified.

On occasion, an examiner may face a rather rare signature problem, especially for a sec-
ond endorsement. In this instance, part of the signature is smoothly written in a normal
manner by the subject. The rest of the endorsement, however, is awkwardly executed and
suggests another writer may be involved (Fig. 3). In this case, the investigator requesting the
examination told the document examiner that the suspect admitted writing both the first
and second endorsements. Examination resulted in the subject being identified with the first
endorsement but with writing only part of his own name as the second endorsement. The let-
ters "awkins" of the last name are very slowly written and are retouched in places. While
simulation (copying the signature of another) is possible, these latter letters do not really
resemble the way the subject writes his own name. From the evidence, the examiner con-
cluded that for some reason Mr. Hawkins was interrupted when second-endorsing the
check, and his name was apparently finished by someone else. Since the check in question
was negotiated at a liquor store, perhaps the individual passed out before completing his
name!

The illustration in Fig. 4 is similar in nature to Fig. 3. Again, the second endorsement
begins in a freely written manner and ends with some questionable letter formations. But
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this time, the terminal writing, although awkward, is not inconsistent with the habits of the
suspected writer.

Figures 5 through 7 represent cases wherein the second endorser conceivably could be
identified, especially at first glance or casual examination. There are, however, certain
features in the writings that should admonish the document examiner to proceed with cau-
tion. In each case, the check in question was deposited in the bank account of the second en-
dorser. Both individuals in the first two cases denied any knowledge of the bank transaction
and their alleged signatures. The second endorser in the third case (Fig. 7), though, freely
admitted the signature as her own.

In Fig. 5, the payee's name was forged by an unidentified writer, signing the money
order over to the second endorser. Examination of both request and course-of-business ex-
emplars failed to positively identify the suspect as writing his own name. The possibility of
simulation was considered, but at least two factors negated that as being unlikely: first, the
questioned endorsement is too freely written and second, certain writing habits are too ob-
vious to have been overlooked by a forger. While the examiner in this case thinks the in-
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FIG. 3—(left) The subject in this case started to write his own name but was interrupted. It appears
the endorsement was finished by someone else. (right) Enlargement of last name illustrating the slow
and awkwardly written letters awkins.
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FIG. 4—Unfamiliarity with the last name could account for some of the awkward hesitation
displayed in the questioned signature. To negotiate this check, the subject (whose first name is Angel)
assumed the surname of the payee.
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FIG. 5—Unexplained djfferences between the questioned and known signatures preclude identifica-
tion. Is the freely written endorsement a capable variation of the writer?
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FIG. 6—A second endorsement displaying some evidence of simulation.

dividual is responsible for the second endorsement, he does not believe the handwriting
evidence warrants identification. It would appear that the endorsement is very likely a
capable variation of the writer, too far removed from any collected or requested signatures,
to be identified.

In Fig. 6, there is probably more evidence that the disputed signature is a good simulation
than a far-removed variation of the writer.

In the case demonstrated in Fig. 7, the first endorsement was written by a suspect other
than the second endorser. As previously mentioned, the second individual claimed to have
written her own name as the second endorsement. Examination of this signature, however,
could not establish positive identification. While there is certainly some agreement with the
specimen signatures the speed of writing and other features characteristic of simulation
preclude identification.
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FIG. 7—The second endorser "admitted" writing her own name, yet the evidence strongly suggests
the questioned signature is a simulation.

Conclusion

Every forensic scientist has undoubtedly returned to a case examination, only to see it
from a new, perhaps resolving, perspective. Ideally, every examination is performed in a
thorough, innovative, objective manner, leaving no chance for error. With present case loads
and other factors, however, this is not always possible. Nevertheless, in signature problems,
particularly those "routine" second endorsement comparisons, the document examiner is
well advised to take a second look.
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